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Tree of Thoughts
"generalises over the popular 'Chain of 

Thought' approach to prompting"

17th May 2023



Scaling Speech Tech to 1000+ Languages
Uses "readings of publicly available religious texts""wav2vec 2.0 models covering 1,406 languages"

22nd May 2023

FLEURS (54 languages)

"ASR & synthesis models for 1,107 languages"

"language identification for 4,017 languages"



18th May 2023

"...a unified perspective for vision and language 
tasks by treating images as a foreign language"

"with a generalist LLM... our model 
can achieve 60% mAP on COCO"

VisionLLM



KAMEL (Wikidata 
question answering)

ToolkenGPT
"LLMs with external tools... a promising 
approach to solving complex problems"

19th May 2023"In context learning...only allows 
for a few shots of demonstrations"

ToolkenGPT "represents each tool 
as a token ('toolken')"

"...allows extensive demonstration data 
for learning the embeddings (toolkens)"

"when toolken is predicted, LLM switches into a special 
mode...and injects the outputs back into the generation"

ToolkenGPT

ICL



MEGABYTE

"Multi-scale decoder architecture"
"Segments sequences into patches:"

19th May 2023

"Local submodel within patches"

"Global model between patches"

"Tokenization-free autoregressive 
sequence modelling at scale"

"Sub-quadratic self-attention"

"Per-patch feedforward layers"

"Parallelism in Decoding"



CodeT5+ 20th May 2023

span denoising

Decoder-only causal LM

Seq2Seq causal LM



Med-PaLM 2 16th May 2023

PaLM 2

medical domain finetuning

ensemble refinement prompting

+

+



Getting ViT in Shape 22nd May 2023

"small vision models can perform on par with larger ones with the same compute...."

"if we optimize their shape"

"SoViT-400m/14 achieves 90.3% 
finetuning acc on ILSRCV2012"

"MLP dim. is scaled faster than depth"

depth is scaled faster than width



"According to..." prompting 
"LLMs struggle with hallucination"

22nd May 2023

"according-to prompting: directing LLMs to ground 
responses against previously observed text"

"Based on evidence from Wikipedia..."Prompt



Complex Claim Verification 19th May 2023

"fully automated pipeline to check real-world 
claims by retrieving raw evidence from the web"



LM VS LM
"key idea is that an incorrect claim is 

likely to result in inconsistency...""

22nd May 2023
"multi-turn interaction between:"

(1) "LM that generated the claim"

(2) "LM (acting as an examiner)"



AI News

"led by Spark Capital with participation from Google, 
Salesforce Ventures, Sound Ventures, Zoom Ventures"



AI News

"prioritise investments in public cloud and 
public foundation models ...not try to be at 

the forefront of chip production"

"we will be shutting down neeva.com and 
our consumer search product..."

"...acquiring users has been really hard"



AI News

"This is a deeply corrupt piece of legislation"
"the draft AI act does not target the 

open-source ecosystem"

"seems to mean is that you can open source traditional 
machine learning models but not generative AI."



AI News

16K NVIDIA A100s



AI News



AI News



AI Risk
22nd May 2023

"Given the possibility of existential 
risk, we can’t just be reactive."

"..coordination among the 
leading development efforts..."

"something like an IAEA for 
superintelligence efforts"

"technical capability to make 
a superintelligence safe"



AI Risk 22nd May 2023

"We should definitely avoid designing 
survival instincts into AI systems."

"A potentially rogue AI is an autonomous AI system that 
could behave in ways that would be catastrophically 

harmful to a large fraction of humans..."



AI Risk May 2023



Adobe Generative Fill

Photoshop & Firefly

Generative fill tool



Pandas AI

Adds generative AI 
capabilities to Pandas library

Pandas AI



VoxCeleb Challenge

VoxSRC 23

Challenge for speaker 
recognition "in the wild" 



Machine Learning Street Talk

AI Podcast

In-depth technical 
discussions with researchers, 

engineers & scientists



No Priors Podcast

Interview podcast 

Discussions with AI 
engineers, researcher & 

founders



Google 
Codey

17th May 2023

AI-powered Colab

Code generation from text, 
autocompletion, chat



Some big names in AI (e.g. Yann LeCun, Rodney 
Brooks, Noam Chomsky) are seriously underestimating 

the capabilities of large language models.

"GPT-4 clearly seems to have a world model"

"The underestimating I’m seeing 
doesn’t reassure me about the AI 

Safety debate at all"

"...if so many experts are getting it so 
wrong today, this isn’t encouraging."

22nd May 2023



12th May 2023

"at best irrelevant to the development 
of modern AI in the UK"

"the Turing has been completely 
blindsided by recent breakthroughs"

"radical change is needed"



24th May 2023

"Europe’s absent track record in 
defence innovation is striking"

"Democracy won’t defend itself with 
the next grocery-delivery app."

"lack of political courage"

"reluctance to make choices"

"a culture of penny pinching"



Samuel's Book Recommendation

What is it? Many insights gathered from a long 
career as a leading engineer and scientist

Unsolicited book recommendation

"The Art of Doing Science and Engineering: 
Learning to Learn"  

Richard Hamming (1997)



Filtir - fact-checking AI claims

"Link to discord in the description"


